ARTS LEAP 2015 – 2016

The arts are an important and integral part of life! Come and fulfill three General Education requirements, including Diversity, all within the exciting world of art, design and history of the arts. The courses are taught by Professor Erin R. Silva, Architect, Art Historian, Urban Designer, Urban Ecologist, Potter, Painter and World Traveler. He will share his experiences of traveling many times to Europe to study and experience art and architectural history. He will share these experiences with you right here on the University of Utah campus.

FALL 2015  Arts LEAP 1100 – Humanities and Diversity

SPRING 2016  Arts LEAP 1101 – Social and Behavioral Science

DISCUSSION AND LECTURE TOPICS INCLUDE

Learn about Painting, Music, Drawing, Sculpture, Murals, Architecture, Urban Art, Graffiti, Dance, Literature, Art History, Architecture History, famous artists and famous architects, famous paintings and famous buildings, beautiful ceramics, interesting Western history and historical figures, even discussions about cities, urban Graffiti, urban murals, and urban art.

Our Classroom Becomes a Museum of the World’s Most Famous Arts

Participate in fun group projects like discovering urban art downtown Salt Lake City, participate in UMFA Museum visits, go on downtown field trips to prominent buildings, and participate in an urban scavenger hunt for urban art.

This is a collaborative and participative class where you make new friends doing group projects, and with whom you will study the arts together. Learning about art is fun, enlightening, and memorable. Enroll in Arts LEAP 1100 and 1101 and have the most fun of your university experience while expanding your life’s experience.

www.leap.utah.edu or info@leap.utah.edu